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 Looking at the complex colorful, often gilded embroideries of the thirteenth through 

sixteenth centuries, it is easy to forget that underneath all those beautiful silk stitches is a linen 

or silk canvas. But this canvas was not blank, it would have included a line drawing which 

worked as a guide for the stitcher. Extant textiles such as the Hildesheim cope have areas where 

the embroidered threads have been worn away revealing the careful underdrawings on the 

fabric.1 In modern times, we use archival pens that are permanent and do not degrade the fabric 

or water-soluble inks that are erasable to mark under drawings for embroidery. But what did 

artisans use in medieval Europe?  

Methods for Transferring a design to Fabric 

 There are several methods for transferring a design to your “canvas”2. First the fabric 

would be stretched on a frame3. The fourteenth century Italian Artist Cennino Cennini discusses 

this process artists prepared canvas for embroiderers in his book, The Craftsman’s Handbook.4 

In his experience, painters or other artists (rather than embroiderers) would draw on the canvas 

using charcoal to produce a rough draft. Then the painter would use their “pen and your pure 

ink, and reinforce” the design before brushing away the charcoal.  The artist might paint in 

shadows using diluted ink as a guide for the embroiderer. This method produces a preprinted 

design similar to kits you might find in stores today. 

In the fifteenth century we begin to see more repetitious designs for embroideries. These 

often came in the form of embroidered appliques that would be purchased by religious 

institutions individually and collected over time to be added to different religious vestments.5 To 

create repetitious designs the prick and pounce method would be used. For this method, the 

final design would be drawn onto a piece of parchment. Then, thousands of tiny holes would be 

pricked along the design using a sharp instrument. This parchment would be placed on the 

canvas at the correct location for the design. The artisan would then powder the surface of the 

 
1 The Hildesheim Cope dates to 1310-1320 from Saxony and is currently housed at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum. It uses German brick stitch techniques to stitch silk onto a linen ground. Black and white images on the 
website show the under drawing beneath the stitches. https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O113500/the-
hildesheim-cope-cope-unknown/  
2 For the sake of this paper, we will refer to the linen, silk or wool ground of the embroidery as the canvas.  
3 A great woodcut by Alessandro Paganini shows women applying their designs to stretched frames. Libro quarto. 
De rechami per elquale se impara in diuersi modi lordine e il modo de recamare...Opera noua, page 2 (verso). 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/659830?fbclid=IwAR0O4NESgMumCm1YvedoNVs0K7-
8VHA8qNmGmTR_f25nFQql-1yVmGKRO38  
4 Cennini, Cennino, Il Libro dell Arte, Translated by D. V. Thompson, The Craftsman’s Handbook Volume 2, pg. 105. 
This book discusses all types of fifteenth century painting techniques. The exact date of this handbook is unknown. 
It is believed the book was written around 1400, but the date 1437 appears on copies of his manuscript.  
5 The “Opus Anglicanum (Chasuble)” from the Late 15th Century at the Metropolitan Museum of art is a great 
example of this. It includes several motifs that are identical to those in different embroideries in different 
geographic locations. The idea is that these motifs would be individually embroidered by workshops and then sold 
separately to religious institutions who would sew them on to their preferred garments. 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/466096  
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https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/659830?fbclid=IwAR0O4NESgMumCm1YvedoNVs0K7-8VHA8qNmGmTR_f25nFQql-1yVmGKRO38
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/466096


parchment with charcoal so that it colored the canvas below through the holes. And finally, the 

artisan would connect the dots with ink to make the drawing permanent.  

Inks of Many Different Kinds   

 While Cennini mentions artists used ink to paint the designs, he fails to mention what 

kind of ink they used. The obvious hypothesis is an ink similarly used for writing in manuscripts. 

The most popular, permanent calligraphy ink used in medieval times is known as Iron Gal Ink. 

Iron Gall Ink is made from “nut-like swellings called galls” containing tannic and gallic acids 

which when mixed with an iron salt create a beautiful blue purple black ink.6 This ink is ultra-

permanent and great for working on parchment. However, Iron Gal Ink is corrosive to organics 

like paper.7 This was an issue when the printing press became popular, leading to an invention 

of a new ink which used with lamp black and linseed oil.8 Therefore, it is unlikely this type of ink 

would have been used on linen or silk.  

 The other type of ink is a black pigment suspended in a binder. For black pigments, we 

have options such as lamp black, vine charcoal, other charcoals, or ivory black.9 Because an 

under drawing does not require ultra-black lines, lamp black or vine charcoal were likely the 

pigments used. Lamp black is made by collecting soot on a metal surface over an open frame. 

Vine charcoal is referred to in Medieval texts as nigrum optimum, or the “best of blacks”.10  Vine 

charcoal, as opposed to other charcoals produces a very fine consistent pigment and then 

charcoal vines themselves can be held in the hand like a pencil making them easy to work with.11 

It is made from burning young grape vines into charcoal. These would be ground into a fine 

powder and mixed with a binder which suspends the pigment into a liquid and adheres the 

pigment to the ground.    

 There are many binders used in medieval times. For painting pigments could be 

suspended in gum, egg, rabbit skin glue or oils.12 Many of these created a sticky or glossy varnish 

which we don’t need in our under drawing for embroidery and could prevent the needle from 

penetrating the fabric while stitching. Additionally, Cennini’s shading process uses water as a 

medium to shade the pigments, therefore its likely the process he describes uses a water based 

medium. Gum Arabic, a sap of an Acacia tree and is used as a modern binder for watercolors. 

Gum Arabic was the most common binding media for pigments in manuscript illumination and 

 
6 Thompson, pg. 81. Also, see Iron Gall Ink: A Medieval Recipe by Sarah Peverley at 
https://sarahpeverley.com/2014/01/29/iron-gall-ink-a-medieval-recipe/ for additional information.  
7 Research into Iron Gall Ink will undoubtably return a copious amount of information on the corrosive properties 
of the ink, including what museums and other institutions do to stop the continued corrosion of materials. 
Additionally, medieval ink makers may have added extracts with antioxidant properties to reduce the corrosion. 
This is discussed by Marie-France Lemay a conservator at Yale University Library at 
https://travelingscriptorium.wordpress.com/2013/03/21/iron-gall-ink/ At this time I could not  
8 Childress, Diana D. Johannes Gutenberg and the Printing Press, Pg. 56.  
9 Ivory black is made by charring horn or ivory over a flame until it turns to charcoal. This process was likely very 
costly in medieval times and only used with scraps, and is impossible during modern times due to Ivory 
consumption laws. Thompson additionally mentions fourteenth century references to the use of graphite, but he 
notes it is usually used for drawing and not mentioned as a pigment. Drawing with graphite on a fabric is difficult 
because of the lack of friction and lack of hard surface.  
10 Thompson, David V. The Materials of Medieval Painting (New Haven 1936). Pg 85.  
11 Vine charcoal can be found at any artists supply store today. It either comes in sticks or a finely ground powder. 
12 Thompson, 57-73 

https://sarahpeverley.com/2014/01/29/iron-gall-ink-a-medieval-recipe/
https://travelingscriptorium.wordpress.com/2013/03/21/iron-gall-ink/


often used as a writing ink.13 Lamp black produces a very cool toned black, while vine charcoal 

warmer or yellow tone, and Ivory black (made by charring ivory) is a much warmer black.14 

These differences are indistinguishable to the naked eye and likely did not factor into medieval 

pigment choices.  

Another possible option would be to use a linseed oil as a binder. Painting using oil 

medium was widespread in northern Europe in the thirteenth century, primarily using linseed 

oil.15 Linseed oil ink is made by mixing one of the pigments with linseed oil and can use other 

additives such as egg and water to create an ink.  

The Experiment  

 To test these different ideas and search for the most ideal ink for embroideries I decided 

I would do several samples: 

• Vine Charcoal and Gum Arabic  

• Vine Charcoal and Linseed Oil  

• Lamp Black and Gum Arabic  

• Lamp Black and Linseed Oil  

Materials:  

• Modern 2/0 Size Brush  

• Midweight linen typical for embroidery  

• Water container and mixing pallet (a clean plastic container with lid will do) 

• Winsor and Newton Gum Arabic liquid medium  

• Winsor and Newton Linseed Oil  

• Vine Charcoal Powder  

• An old spoon and candle (for lamp black production) 
 
Each of these samples were made using a modern 2/0 size brush to create fine details on a fine 

midweight linen typical for what I choose to embroidery on. I did my best to achieve a similar 

consistency and saturation with the inks. I purchased Winsor and Newton brand Gum Arabic 

and Linseed Oil mediums. This gum Arabic is pre-mixed into a liquid but it would have been 

made by grinding the gum/Acacia tree sap into a fine powder and then mixing it with water. 

Solid Gum Arabic can be purchase both from artist supply stores, but also food supply stores 

online. I intend to try a sample with this medium in the future. 

  

 
13 Kroustallis, Stefanos. “Binding Media in Medieval Manuscript Illumination: A Source Research”, Revista De 
Historia Da Arte No Especial 2011. Pg. 108 
14 A great comparison video of these pigments (from modern tubes of paint) can be found on YouTube by Vicki 
Norman: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1HXfhpwrAA While these blacks each produce different tones, due 
to the nature of the under drawing, consistency and easy of use would be more important than tonal variations.  
15 Sauerberg, Marie Louise. Medieval Artistic Practice: Precursors in Medieval Paint Technology, Abstract from 
Academic Workshops (2007-8) Funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1HXfhpwrAA


 

Vine Charcoal:  

 I purchased some powdered vine charcoal from an artist’s supply company.  

I mixed a small amount of charcoal with the 
liquid gum Arabic and some water:  

 
 

I painted this figure:  

 
This ink mixed up quickly and easily 
producing a rich black ink. 

This ink was easy to paint with. It did not 
drag along the fabric and went exactly where 
I meant it to go.  

I mixed a small amount of the charcoal with 
the linseed oil to create a black ink:  

 
 

I painted the same figure (albeit an alien 
version): 

  
This ink produced a deep black ink very 
quickly.  

This ink was a little harder to work with. 
Before it dried it had a glossy almost wet 
finish and an oily appearance. You can see 
how the lines are a bit fuzzy as the pigment 
bled on the surrounding areas where I made 
my lines.  

 



Lamp Black:  

 I watched several videos on how to make lamp black. It is surprisingly easy, and uses 

equipment every needleworker would have had access to. I lit a candle and held an old steel 

spoon over the flame and was amazed that within seconds it was covered in black soot. I 

scrapped the soot off and collected it in a container.  

   

Holding my spoon over the 
flame. 

Wow, black soot on the 
spoon. 

Collection of black pigments. 

This was an easy process which took only a few minutes producing more than enough soot for 

my experiment. One would have to collect much more pigment for a major project, but carbon is 

free!  

I mixed a small amount of lamp black with 
gum Arabic and water:  

 

I painted this silly looking man: 

 
Lamp black mixed up a fine black ink. It was 
a little harder since my pigment was a little 
all over the place and the soot was not as 
finely ground as the commercial vine charcoal 
due my soot collection methods, but it 
worked perfectly fine. 

I used a little more water for this ink and it 
produced a wetter line than the charcoal 
example. The ink was able to create different 
line weights. I felt I had more control over 
this ink than the linseed oil samples.  



I mixed a small amount of lamp black with 
linseed oil:  

 

I painted this fellow with an even larger nose:  

 
This ink came together very quickly and 
produced a very dark richly pigmented ink. 

Again, the linseed oil was harder to work with 
and produced a fuzzier line.  

  

Conclusions:  

 I think it is entirely possible that any of these pigments or binders were used as inks for 

the drawings of embroideries. Each performed well as an ink. Lamp black would have been 

easily made at home. Vine charcoal would have been found at the market or in the artist’s 

studio.16 Gum Arabic or linseed oil are both easily found in the artists studio. Gum Arabic, by its 

nature as a crystalline sap would have had a longer shelf life, but linseed oil (and the oil when 

mixed with egg to make egg tempera) does not spoil due to the anti-microbial properties of the 

substance.17 When considering Cennini’s instructions about painting embroidery fabric, using a 

sponge to wet the fabric and create shading, I think it more likely a water-based ink was used 

such as gum Arabic rather than the linseed oil. Additionally, Linseed oil ink is fuzzier and does 

not produce the sharpest lines that are important for fine needlework. 

 For me personally, I think I will stick to vine charcoal mixed with Gum Arabic because I 

found it to be the easiest to work with and created the sharpest line. However, I will certainly 

used lamp black in the future should I be in a pinch.  

Additional Exploration:  

 There are further avenues I would like to explore on this topic. First, I would like to 

explore how each of these inks behave using Cennini’s shading technique. I theorized above that 

a water-based ink would be more successful, however I think this idea deserves an experiment. I 

also would like to make my own gum Arabic medium by crushing the gum into a powder and 

mixing it with water rather than using a pre-mixed medium.  

Second, I would like to see how each of these inks behave on top of embroidered silk. 

One of my favorite German Brick Stitch wall hangings from the fourteenth century includes 

 
16 Thompson, Daniel, Materials of Medieval Painting, Pg. 85. 
17 This is mentioned by Neil McKay on the Period Living YouTube channel. His tempera was used to paint furniture, 
but used the same or similar recipe to one mentioned in medieval recipe books. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boFMHMTIGag  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boFMHMTIGag


words and faces that are painted directly on top of embroidered silk stitches. This gives the faces 

a lovely and delicate look and creates legible texts on scrolls. Due to the nature of bumpy silk 

stitches, I do not think that the water-based ink will create as fine lines as the oil one. But, this is 

an area I would like to explore in greater depth.  

I would also like to explore further different types of ink to rule them out as embroidery 

inks. Rabbit skin glues and egg tempera paints, are difficult to work with and smelly, but for a 

small scale sample such as this, it would be fascinating to see how they behave on linen fabric. 

Further, a linseed oil recipe I came across included adding water and egg to the medium to bind 

the pigments. I wonder if this would change the consistency of the paint and produce sharper 

lines.  

And finally, I would like to paint an under drawing for an embroidery using one of these 

types of inks. While I do not anticipate this will be something I do with all my period 

embroideries, it will be instructive to understand how a painted ink ground behaves vs one 

drawn by a modern pen. However, as Cennini pointed out, embroiderers were not painting these 

grounds, instead they brought their canvases to artists to draw for them, and then they covered 

them in beautiful stitches. This is a reminder that not every artist needs to have all of the tools in 

the toolbox, and that even in medieval times, different types of labor on a project were shared by 

different types of laborers. Embroiderers do not fret! For there are painters to paint your 

designs!  
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